Automobile project list
1. Two stroke engine efficiency increase by using engine waste heat.
2. Elimination of carbon particles from exhaust gas
3. Turbo charging in two wheeler.
4. Fabrication of electromagnetic suspension
5. Shock observer testing machine.
6. Regenerative braking vehicle.
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Rack and pinion shock observer power generation
Using piston coating increase the efficiency of two wheeler.
Maintain constant air pressure in vehicle automatically (without human internship)
Portable vehicle Water purifier use for different locations (without electricity)
Refrigerant less small freeze in two wheeler (for water, medical storage)
Optimum engine heating and cooling automatically. (Remove starting problem and excess heating of 2w)
Pre heating of petrol increase the ic engine efficiency.
80 cc small portable multipurpose agree tool (pesticide sprayer, grass cutter, electricity generator etc.)
Automatically adjustable of four wheeler suspension height.
Automatically rain water operated wiper.
Automatically four wheeler head light lamp on and off in night driving. (If the vehicle is coming in front of our
vehicle this light make blind or we can’t see this problem can remove by this project).
Automatically traffic signal following vehicles.
Over load truck control system. (it has load cell continuously check the load on it and prevent itself automatically)
Two wheeler waste heat and pressure reutilize and increasing efficiency.
Electromagnetic braking.
Heavy loaded vehicle electromagnetic clutch.
Four wheeler vehicle fuel tank fire control system at the time of accidents and falling.
Accident prevention vehicle.
Four wheeler will not start up to the seat belt not lock (if use seat belt vehicle will start).
Pneumatically 3 side dropping truck.
Smart power less vehicle using regenerative braking, angle tilting solar roof, aerodynamic shape with micro
turbine and charging vehicle.
Water operated ic engine (water as a fuel).
Vehicle dent removing portable spot welding machine.
Automatically vehicle cabin cooling by using refrigerant less and compressor less machine. (small size, less
power consumption, no use of refrigerant and compressor).
Fabrication of cooling jacket for motorcycle.
Hybrid vehicle.
Air engine with D.C air compressor.
Automatic head light dim and bright controller with engine overheating alarm.
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Fabrication of electro-magnetic Engine.
Quick lifting jack with Gear Arrangement.
Automatic sky Car Parking System

Emergency Braking System in Four Wheeler (EBS)
Automatic Break Failure indicator and Engine Over Heating Alarm
Fabrication of Automatic hand break Release
Fabrication of Motorized hydraulic jack
High Speed Indication and automatic Pneumatic Braking System
Automatically loading and unloading vehicle.
High speed control or automatically braking system in vehicle.
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